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ABSTRACT
We propose a new view synthesis without using a depth map
for stereoscopic images with small baseline. The new tech
nique utilizes the linear relationship between local luminance
changes and small horizontal shifts in an image. In this pa
per, we prove the linear relationship between local luminance
changes and small horizontal shifts. Then, we will use this
relationship to derive a 3D wrapping to render 3D images
in absence of a depth map. The rendered images using the
proposed technique will be evaluated subjectively and objec
tively and compared to rendered images using depth maps.
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Index Terms- multi-view imaging, depth image-based
rendering (DIBR), stereoscopic video, 3D view synthesis
1.

INTRODUCTION

In 2004, a new approach for 3DTV broadcast was proposed
by the European project Advanc ed Three-Dimensional Tele
vision System Technologies (ATTEST) which is depth image
based rendering (DIBR) for generating views for FTV and
3D videos in a simple and efficient way [1]. Using DIBR,
two or more views for 3D display can be generated from a
single 2D image and a corresponding depth map using 3D
wrapping [1]. The depth map is a gray scaled image that rep
resents a per pixel depth value scaled to the range [0,255].
DIBR has many advantages, including bandwidth-efficiency,
interactivity by synthesizing virtual views from various view
points, easy 2D to 3D switching, and computational and cost
efficiency; hence, less cameras are needed. Moreover, DIBR
eliminates photometric asymmetries between the two views,
hence both views are generated from the same original image.
The advantages of DIBR have lead MPEG to issue a standard
for coding DIBR format or MPEG-C part 3 (also known as
ISO/lEC 23002-3) [2].
One major challenge for DIBR is depth map estimation.
In [3] the relation between the sum of squared differences
(SSD) of the original video frame and its horizontal transla
tions has been shown to be linear. In this paper we will proof
that the relationship between �X, the small horizontal shift
values for each pixel location, and �l, the intensity or lumi
nance variations, can be expressed as �l � ex�X, where ex
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Fig. 1.

2D plus depth representation in DIBR.

is a constant. We will then use this relation to derive a ren
dering algorithm that estimates depth values from intensity
shifts in horizontal directions in an image. The new approach
will then be used to interpolate stereoscopic views with small
baselines without using the depth map. This approach can
be very useful in cases where fast and automated 2D to 3D
conversions are needed without having access to actual depth
information. We will then present some subjective, PSNR and
SSIM results comparing the new interpolated views to views
generated using depth map for stereoscopic applications with
small baseline.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we briefly revise view sythesis using the DIBR approach.
The relationship between intesity change and depth is derived
in Section 3. The findings in Section 3 will be used to derive
image rendering without depth map in Section 4. Finally, the
results and conclusion are presented in Section 5 and Section
6, respectivelly.
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3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SMALL INTENSITY
CHANGE AND SMALL HORIZONTAL SHIFT
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In [3] the relation between the sum of squared differences
(SSD) of the original video frame and its horizontal trans
lations has been shown to be linear. In this section we will
proof that the relationship between �X, the small horizon
tal shift values for each pixel location, and �J, the intensity
or luminance variations, can be expressed as �J "'" a�X,
where a is a constant. The intensity or luminance of an im
age can be expressed as function of the horizontal and vertical
coordinates (X, Y) as follows:

_

___

J = f(X, Y).

.-

x

But since we are only looking for variations along the hor
izontal coordinates J can be expressed in terms of X only
where Y is assumed to be fixed, as follows:

Camera setup for DIBR.

J = f(X).

(4)

If we apply a Taylor series expansion of (4) in the neigh
borhood of 0, then (4) can be written as follows:

2. VIEW SYNTHESIS USING DIBR

View synthesis using DIBR is composed of two main compo
nents: 3D wrapping and hole-filling. The synthesized views
in DIBR are generated by first projecting the pixels in the
reference image back to the world coordinates using explicit
geometric information from the depth map and camera pa
rameters. The resulting pixels in the world coordinates are
then projected back to the estimated virtual image coordinate
as illustrated in Figure 2. This process is known as 3D wrap
ping [4].

1= f(X) = f(O) +

f'(0) X + f" (0) X2 + f(3) (0) X3 + ...
l!
2!
3!

For a small change �X, the intensity at
expressed as follows:

2.1. 3D wrapping

(5)

X + �X can be

Subtracting (6) from (5) yields the following:

Consider a reference camera Cr and a virtual camera Cv as
shown in Figure 2, where Fr and Fv are the focal lengths of
the reference and the virtual cameras, respectively I. B is the
baseline distance that separates the two cameras. Zc is the
convergence distance of the two cameras' axis. The horizon
tal coordinate vector Xv of the virtual camera as a function of
the horizontal coordinate vector Xr of the reference camera
is given by:
Xv = Xr

FvB

+ s---=- + h,
Z

(1)

where s = -1 when the estimated view is to the left of the
reference view, and s = +1 when the estimated view is to the
right of the reference view. Z is a vector of the depth values
at the pixel location (xr, Yr), and h is the horizontal shift in
the camera axis, which can be estimated as:
h=
I Fr

(3)

_ FvB.
s
Z
c

and Fv will be assumed to be equal for the rest of this paper.

(2)

�

f( )
f )
f(X+�X)-f(X) = '1.� (�X)+ "2.O (2X�X+(�X)2)+...
(7)
The equation in (7) can be then reduced to the following:

Hence, to derive the relation between �J and �X we
need to look at the two coefficients that multiply �X and
(2X�X + (�X?) in (8). We ran a set of simulations on a
database of stereoscopic images and videos. For each image

(1'1(�)

1';)0).

or video frame we calculated
and
In Figure 3
and Figure 3 we have chosen the plots for sequences that con
sist a variation in depth and texture distributions. These se
quences are the Pantomime and the Ballet sequence [5]. The
Pantomime video sequence has a low complexity depth and
smooth texture structure. The Ballet video sequence has a
complex depth and rich texture structure.
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In Figure 3 and Figure 3 we have plotted the two terms for
least (D.X
1) and most (D.X 16) against the horizonal
coordinate X, where X is confined to a vector of size 16.
The gradient values in here are for the middle rows of the
=

images. Looking at the results it shows that j'l(!O) is much

f'�)0).

�)

larger than
Not only that but j' O) is mostly zeros.
Also looking at these results we may infer that for a small D.X
the term ( j' O)
j'l(!O)

�)

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

=

(2XD.X + (D.X)2) is very small compared to

(D.X) and hence the former can be assumed to be zero.

As a result, equation (8) can be reduced to the following:

D.J;::j f'(O) (D.X) '
1!

(9)

which is also the linear approximation of D.i. It is then
valid to assume D.J ;::j aD.X, where a is a constant. The
latter statement does actually mean that for a small shifts
along the horizontal axis the change of intensity tends to be
proportional to the shift. A statement which is true for most
natural images, with small exception that could manifest
around sharp edges. However, our observations have shown
that these exceptions are rare and do not significantly affect
the depth-less rendering we are proposing in this paper.
4. DEPTH-LESS 3D WRAPPING

From the 3D wrapping equation in (1),
expressed as follows:

(Xr - Xv)

can be
6. CONCLUSION

(10)
Replacing (Xr yields the following:

Xv)

Z

=

(D.X)

and then solving for Z

sFvB
D.X - h

(11)

by

We tested the proposed approach on data set of stereo images
obtained from [6]. Our proposed approach for 3D wrapping
without depth map is compared against 3D wrapping with
ground truth depth maps. After 3D wrapping in both cases
we have applied the hierarchical hole-filling approach in [7]
to fill the resulting holes.
Figure 5 shows a set of wrapped virtual images with a
depth map and without a depth map for a baseline of 10mm.
In the three examples shown in Figure 5 our approach for 3D
wrapping without a depth map results in a interpolated image
that is very close to the 3D wrapped image with a depth map.
The only drawback for 3D wrapping without a depth map is
the fact that some details (such as text) in the resulting image
may be washed out as illustrated in Figure 6. The subjective
evaluation of the images have shown that these artifacts will
not be visible in the stereoscopic images because the refer
ence image will overshadow the loss in details.
The results in Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that a better per
formance in PSNR and SSIM ([8]) can be achieved by using
a 3D wrapping without a depth map proposed in the paper for
small stereoscopic baseline as compare to 3D wrapping with
a depth map. We attribute this observation to the fact that
depth maps are usually noisy which could result in artifacts
to the resulting estimated images. As a result, we conclude it
is more efficient to use 3D wrapping without a depth map for
small baselines both in terms of quality and bandwidth.

For a small baseline, D.X can be approximated in terms
of D.J as in equation (9) and hence the depth information can
be estimated from intensity changes as follows:
(12)
As a result, for a small baseline the 3D wrapping can be
estimated without any explicit depth map and the new 3D
wrapping equation can represented in terms of small intensity
changes as follows:

(13)
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In this paper, we described a new view synthesis without us
ing a depth map for stereoscopic images with small baseline.
The results have shown that it is possible to achieve a stereo
scopic rendering without a depth map that yields compelling
results. Our future work will focus on extending this approach
for stereoscopic 3D videos.
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X,
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(a) Books with 3D wrapping with depth map (b)
with 3D wrapping without depth map.
PSNR Performance Plot for Baseline
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(a) Art with 3D wrapping with depth map (b) Art
with 3D wrapping without depth map (c) Aloe with 3D
wrapping with depth map (d) Aloe with 3D wrapping with
out depth map (e) Baby with 3D wrapping with depth map
(f) Baby without 3D wrapping with depth map .
Fig. 5.
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Results for PSNR comparison between 3D wrapping
with depth and our approach on image database from [6].
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Results for SSIM comparison between 3D wrapping
with depth and our approach on image database from [6].
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